
 

 



Education breeds confidence, hope and peace. It is the foundation of youth and countries 

wellbeing. President group of institutes believes the same as well as involved in student’s 

overall development. President Science College and President Institute of Computer 

Application have organized 29th January to 31st January “ JOY BURST 2024 ” days 

celebrations followed by Retro Revival Day, Group Gather/ Food Fest and Bharat Rang/ 

Traditional day “Garba”. Students from the both institutes have participated enthusiastically.  

DAY: 1: RETRO REVIVAL DAY: 

Day one celebrated as “ Retro Revival day ”, on 29th January, 2024 students dressed up in their 

favorite Bollywood character’s iconic costume and unleash their creativity also dance to their 

tunes, speak their famous lines, or simply embody their essence. From iconic dances to retro 

fashion shows, they  embrace the timeless allure of yesteryears in a celebration that brings the 

best of the past to the present moment. Following are the glimpses of the Retro Revival Day. 

 

B.Sc. Staff members with respected principal Sir Dr. Jaivik Shah 

 

 

JOY BURST 2024 



 

Girls In their Bollywood inspired attire 

 

Boys In their Bollywood Characters 



  

  

  



DAY: 2: GROUP GATHER/ FOOD FEST: 

Day two celebrated as “ Group Gather/ Food fest ”, on 30th January, 2024. Students got ready 

to sync up and shine together.  Group of student wear matching attire, creating a visual 

symphony of unity. Dive into the fun as their group collaborates to perform a captivating reel, 

showcasing their shared talent. It’s a day to celebrate togetherness, creativity, and the magic 

that happens when everyone moves in harmony. Group Gather day also combined with Food 

festival, where varieties of food dishes served by the students. Ample of savory dishes like 

Aloo puri, Bhel puri, Basket chat, Pani puri,Khichu and various desserts like chocolate balls 

and strawberry chocolate served with varieties of mocktails. Students as well as faculties 

enjoyed the food.  

 



 

      

     

 



DAY: 3:BHARAT RANG/GARBA: 

Day three celebrated as “Bharat Rang/ Garba”, on 31st January, 2024. Students have 

represented Colours, tradition, and cultural values of Indian states. On Bharat Rang Day, 

students wear the traditional attire various Indian state. It’s a colorful celebration where 

students have showcased the beauty and diversity of culture of different regions through their 

clothing. This vibrant day celebration end with the traditional dance of Garba. Throughout the 

days great excitement, fun and brotherhood have seen in students.  

 



 



   

 

Thank you 


